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@Stella_Glass



No Hole in Glass Walls - Yorkdale Mall - Toronto, ON



Canadian-owned and operated since 2001, Stella Custom 
Glass Hardware specializes in custom design and a 
collaborative approach by creating, manufacturing and 
supplying glass hardware that transitions your vision into a 
unique and constructable solution.

Cantilevered Glass Fin Walls - First & Main Tower - Portland, OR





Glass Fin Wall - University of Alberta - Student Union Building - Edmonton, AB



Making the impossible!
Stella’s custom design and fabrication capabilities can 
help you create a unique solution for your project.



No Hole in Glass Walls - Queen’s University - The Isabel - Kingston, ON

Our favorite projects include designing parts for the kinds of 
structures that we’ve never encountered before. Challenge us 
to design fittings for any complex structure, resolving design 
complications is what we do best!



Design Assist Service Levels
We want to work with you and we’re prepared to invest at the front end. For 
this reason we provide a complimentary assistance program and, when it’s 
required, a full design service.

Provide high level feasibility 
with concept proposals for 

systems and hardware.

a collaborative 
approach

all-inclusive  
full engagement

Design assist and engineering 
for glass, hardware and full 

project scope.

complimentary 
design assist

fully engineered 
solution



More Than Hardware - We Build Glazing Systems
What’s glass hardware without the glazing design and 
understanding the project intent? In addition to providing beautiful 
hardware solutions we become part of the process. Supporting 
design assist to install, by offering structural glass solutions from 
engineering, shop drawings and installation advice. 

design assist fabrication

1. 
Understand 

Design Intent

2. 
Develop 

Constructable 
Solutions

3. 

Create 
Detailed 

Shop 
Drawings

4. 
Fabricate  
Custom 

Hardware

5. 
Provide 

Installation 
Support

the benefits are clear

Honour your design intent and support your vision.

Optimize hardware & glass for an overall cost saving outcome.

Accelerate resolution of complex problems.

Minimize cost escalations and schedule delays.

Deliver constructable, cost-effective solutions.





Glass Fin Wall - Kahanoff Centre - Calgary, AB



design assist  

tell us more about your project!

Stella Head Office 
604.231.5892
info@stellaglasshardware.com

visit our website for drawings
and online quote requests
www.stellaglasshardware.com

@Stella_Glass


